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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER    
Dear Members 
The good news is that very soon we will have a new 
Treasurer in place and two new committee members. This will 
help to ease the workload currently enjoyed by the rest of the 
committee and one or two others. 
The bad news is that there have been several Group Leaders, 
who after many years have decided to stand down. Their 
reasons are all different but totally understandable and I 
would like to record my thanks to them and wish them well in 
their future activities.  In the case of Dining and Travel, we 
have new volunteers but so far this is not the case with the 
other three. We are, as always, ever hopeful that this may 
change. 
We are looking forward to the Open Day when we hope to 
enrol many more members. Other joys to come are the AGM 
when we shall be meeting some of the pupils from Park 
Community School who have just been to Africa on a mission 
to help other children and then there is our Annual Lecture to 
be given by Nick Jellicoe.   
Finally, I came across the following recently and it made me 
smile; hopefully it will do the same for you. Beryl   (Chairman) 
 

FACEBOOK 
For those of my generation who do not and cannot 
comprehend why Facebook exists: I am trying to make friends 
outside of Facebook while applying the same principles. 
Therefore, everyday I walk down the street and tell passersby 
what I have eaten, how I feel at the moment, what I have 
done the night before, what I will do later and with whom.  
I give them pictures of my family, my dog, and of me 
gardening, taking things apart in the garage, watering the 
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lawn, standing in front of landmarks, driving around the town, 
having lunch and doing what anybody and everybody else 
does every day. 
I also listen to their conversation, give them the “thumbs up” 
and tell them I like them. 
  
And it works just like Face book. I already have four people 
following me; two police officers, a private investigator, and a 
psychiatrist. 
 
BUILDINGS APPRECIATION         Christine London 

We finally got to the end of our "quick run-through" of the architectural styles and 

movements we've been looking at, and it only took 3 years!!1 I like to think it has 

helped us to appreciate buildings more knowledgeably. It's made 'bus rides more 

interesting for me, at least! We’ve now gone back to the beginning to study each 

period in much more detail, starting with Greek and Roman, as this has influenced so 

much of our classical architecture. Each person in the group undertakes to research 

an aspect of the style, e.g. materials, methods, floors, roofs, walls, columns, use of 

buildings, and sometimes an influential architect. They then bring a summary, of 

about a page (size not specified!!) to read to the group and we discuss any points of 

interest. I have been so pleased and proud of the contributions made so far, and we 

have all found them interesting and informative. Well done, everyone! 

We meet at 10.30 -12 on the 4th Tuesday of each month (currently in each other's 

homes - (many thanks to those who are able to accommodate us). We could take one 

or two more members, but we may need to move and hire a room, with a related 

charge to cover the cost. 

We had an interesting talk/walk at the Butser Hill Iron Age Farm, conducted by the 

man who reconstructed many of the roundhouses. It was a cold day but we enjoyed it 

so much that we hope to repeat it at the Fishbourne Roman Palace on 28th 

November, but their   talk will be indoors! The cost, including reduced entry-fee, the 

talk and a light lunch will be about £17. Do get in touch if you'd like to join us - via the 

Groups' Coordinator or the Business Secretary. 
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   ART Appreciation Group 

Extract 

from The 

Railway 

Station 

1862 by 

William 

Powell 

Frith 

 

What better than looking at artistic depictions of railways and 

trains when thinking about getting a break away during the 

summer?  This was what the Art Appreciation group did in May.  

Our topics are chosen by members of the group and can be an 

artist, a genre or an everyday subject.  Since the invention of the 

train artists have looked at all aspects of rail travel so group 

members had a rich supply of material to choose from. The choices 

ranged from historical events such as the Tay Rail Bridge disaster to 

railway posters. William Powell Frith was an early Victorian artist 

who painted large scenes of everyday life and in his painting of 

Paddington Station (above) he portrayed a diversity of characters 

that might have populated a Victorian railway station.  The group 

had great fun trying to identify the different walks of life the 

characters came from and speculating about their stories.  

I would suggest that this is not just a beautiful painting but also a 

valuable source of social history. 
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The Art Appreciation group meet at my house once a month on a 

Friday afternoon and we have a couple of spaces at the moment.  

We are not experts, just enthusiasts who don’t mind doing a bit of 

research to contribute to what is always a lively and entertaining 

couple of hours.         Carol Evans Group Leader 

 

Bridge   Janice Henderson 

 

Our Bridge group is doing well, and we have a lovely group of 

ladies who are all doing very well. They are now all competent 

players and enjoying playing Chicago Bridge. If you would like to 

learn this fascinating game then you are more than welcome to come 

and join us. 

It is very much a game of numbers, counting high card points, 

adding partners’ values and working out if you can make game. It 

might sound difficult, but with a little bit of tuition and 

encouragement you will soon be making bids and achieving slams. 

If you would like to know more, please contact    Janice  
 

CRAFT GROUP   Sharon Searle 

The Craft group are an enthusiastic group of ladies 
who are eager to socialise while we do craft. We meet 
between two and four, on the first Wednesday of the 
month, at Cosham Baptist Church, in one of the first 
floor rooms (there is a lift). There are spaces for new 
members in this group.  
The group continue to explore and learn a variety of 
different craft activities drawing on the skills of the 
group members and taking it in turns to lead the 
group. Since Easter we all have had a go at making 
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origami page corners and Sanbos. Pizza embroidery 
kept us busy for two months and we enjoyed making 
felt baskets in July. 
Future activities 
6th. September.  
Christmas robins 
4th. October.        No 
meeting- Open Afternoon 
1st. November.      
Decoupage on pots 
6th. December.      Christmas tea and plan 
programme for next year  
 
 
 
  

COMPUTER     Joyce WilkInson 

Having problems getting used to Windows 10? Does the 

new computer language of Apps, ribbon, icon, leave you 

puzzled? Struggle no more – the computer group can help 

you. We meet on the second Tuesday of the month in 

Drayton Resurrection Church Hall at 2.0pm.  Part of the 

meeting is given over to helping anyone with any 

technology problem or we cover areas that members 

require. There is a small charge of £2 towards the cost of 

the hall. We have spaces for new members. It is helpful if 

you have a laptop but not a necessity.  
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Genealogy    Jun– Aug 2017 
We had a fascinating talk by Jane Fox in May, followed by a visit to 
The Elms in Old Bedhampton on 28th May. 
Since then we have heard about one of our member’s DNA results 
from Ancestry, another member gave us an update on her Sri Lanka 
research. We had planned to go the Winchester Archives in June 
but this has been postponed until later in the year. We have been 
bringing to the meetings things that we have found out about 
whilst doing our research and giving a short talk about them – “a 
bit like show and tell” 
Finally in August, when we don’t hold a meeting, we enjoyed a 
cream tea at The Northney Tea Rooms on Hayling Island 
Things in planning stage: 
Trip to Winchester Archives 
Trip to National Archives at Kew  
Trip to Society of Genealogists in London 
Talk by Andrew Negus in 2018 
Talk by George Yalden 
The two talks will be open to all members of the U3A 
 
At the September meeting we will be preparing the display for our 
table at the open day 
Finally anyone who is interested in finding out more about their 
family history would be most welcome to join us. A modest fee is 
charged to cover hall charges and tea/coffee etc. At present we do 
have spaces available for new members, either beginners or 
experienced. We meet at 2pm at The Church of the Resurrection in 
Penrhyn Avenue on the 1st Thursday of the month 
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French – Beginners and Refreshers 
The Beginners Group meets fortnightly on Friday afternoons 
at 2.30 p.m. Perhaps they shouldn’t be called beginners as 
we have been meeting for about 3½ years now!  
 
The Refreshers Group meets fortnightly on Monday 
afternoons at 2 p.m. Like the Beginners Group, they have 
been meeting for about 3½ years, so should be well 
refreshed by now! 
 
Joining one of these groups would be a good opportunity to 
practise your French in a relaxed, light-hearted way and to 
make new friends too. Do contact me for more information 
if you are interested in joining us. 

Heather Rogers 
 

Ipad Support Group            Joyce Wilkinson 
Is for users with an Apple Ipad only. 
We meet every 2 -3 months at Cosham Baptist Church 
Hall on a Tuesday afternoon. The sessions are relaxed 
and friendly and we attempt to meet members’ needs. 
We have space for new members with their own Ipads. 
 

 

Website  

Do you want to know about future events at   Portsdown U3A? Log onto 

the website. You can find information about the speakers for each 

month. Each group has a web page, so if you fancy trying out a new 

group you can find out where they meet and what they do. A copy of 

this newsletter is on the website. It’s very simple to log in, all you need is 

the web address, no passwords are required .The web address is  

www.portsdownu3a.org.uk 
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Local History Group 

Magazine Report August 2017 

In general the Group continues to thrive, membership now stands 

at 19, and we have had to temporarily cease enrolling any new 

members. We will, however, be only too happy to take the names 

and contact details for anyone else who wishes to join, when a 

vacancy becomes available. The monthly meetings are continuing 

to be a forum for discussion of any aspect of local history; with a 

modicum of nostalgia as well, it must be admitted. The first phase 

of the Group‘s Jutland Project has now come to an end, and 

members of the Group are beginning to turn their thoughts to 

other matters.     

For ‘new readers’ we, in conjunction with members of Genealogy, 

have been researching those sailors and marines who were born in, 

or resident in, Portsmouth or Gosport, who lost their lives at the 

Battle of Jutland, that took place at the end of May 1916. Our Roll 

Of Honour identifies 661 local men, of the 6097 men of the British 

fleet lost. The Roll of Honour has now been printed, and a free copy 

has been offered to all those people who responded to our request 

for information on their relatives who were lost at Jutland. For 

other interested people it is for sale for £5; which includes a 

booklet illustrating the exhibition panels.     

At last our map of Portsmouth and Gosport in 1910, with the home 

addresses of the men lost can be viewed on Portsmouth 

University’s Port Towns and Urban Cultures website. To view enter 
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the website’s name in your search engine, click on the ‘Resources’ 

tab at the top of the home page, and click on ‘Jutland Map’. All 

should be revealed. 

Phase II of the Jutland project is now progressing. This being an 

analysis of the data on the families of some of the local men lost, to 

gain some idea of the impact of the loss of these men on their 

families, in the ensuing years. Work has commenced on a first draft 

of a research report, which we hope will lead to a paper on the 

matter. A short article has been drafted, briefly covering June 1916, 

and is to be submitted to The Historian magazine.   

Since the last magazine some Group members undertook a 

presentation on our Jutland research to representatives of other 

U3As from the South East Region, to promote U3A groups 

undertaking research. Other presentations that day ranged from 

researching bees to psychoanalysis!  

While the Jutland project ceases to dominate our proceedings 

other local history matters are coming to the forefront. Audrey 

Evans’ series of booklets on Drayton has increased by another one 

since the last magazine, and has now reached volume 5. Audrey 

informs me that this will be the last … but I recall that was what 

was said after volume 3! So, if you have any material about, and 

memories of, Drayton, please contact Audrey. Who knows, this 

series could make double figures!!   

Since the last magazine the project on the history of some of the 

large houses within our area, and the families who have inhabited 
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them, has been commenced by those members interested. There 

are also plans afoot to become involved with a national research 

project, being run by Royal Holloway University of London, entitled 

Citizens, that is to explore the history of liberty, protest, power and 

rebellion. For our part it is anticipated that we, together with other 

local U3As, will look at the Suffragette movement in the area.  

The format of the monthly meetings has been altered recently, 

with the showing of various short films relevant to the area’s 

history. This has included several highlighting the local corset 

industry, and its prominent role in the area’s past economic 

history, which created a great deal of discussion, and reminiscing 

In addition visits have been organized to both the Royal Clarence 

Yard at Gosport, and the Tudor House, at Southampton; with more 

visits being planned for the near future. While winter is drawing 

closer and dark nights loom, the immediate future for the Local 

History Group does appear to be bright! -Which is more than can 

be said for certain portions of our summer!! 

 

 

Jutland Project 
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Travel group 

The Travel Group meets on the second Wednesday of the month at 

14.00, please note that our venue has changed to the front hall of 

the Church of the Resurrection. This is so that we can accommodate 

more members and anyone who wishes to come to the planning 

meetings and take an active role will be able to attend. If you would 

like to attend but it is difficult for you to get there, please let me 

know. You can also be put on the email list and will be informed of 

any trips being planned and these will be announced at the general 

meetings.  Any Portsdown U3A member can travel with us if places 

are available.  

We have been quite busy this summer, in May several went on a very 

successful four-night stay to Bosworth, visiting Coventry, Stratford 

and Leicester. A small group also went to Liverpool and the Peak 

district for a few days. Our trip in June with Solent cruises to the 

Needles and Yarmouth was well attended and very successful. July 

saw a group of us going to the Isle of Wight by hovercraft and 

taking a trip on the steam railway. A large group of us also went on a 

trip up the Chichester canal which included a lovely cream tea. In 

August, several members went on an informative and interesting trip 

to France to visit the Somme. We have several trips planned for the 

rest of the year including a week on a canal in September, a weekend 

in Weymouth in October, a guided tour around the Guildhall and 

Fishbourne Roman Palace in November, a four-day trip to Norfolk 

for pre-Christmas celebrations and a day visit to the International 

Horse show in Olympia in December.  
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Our future plans include a trip to see the Legendary Trains in the 

Grisons and Bavarian Castles and Monet’s garden in 2018 and a visit 

to Oberammergau in 2020 to see the Passion Play. 

Our meetings are now open to all members and you are especially 

welcome if you are willing to take an active role in the planning of 

trips. Information about proposed trips is posted monthly on the 

Portsdown U3A website. 

Group Leader: Judy   email: contact @portsdownu3a.org.uk  

MAH JONG 1 

For some time, we've got quite close to having to move but never 

quite managed it. However, on the occasions all 14 of us turned up, 

it meant a lot of furniture moving and coffee making, not to 

mention the washing up and tidying afterwards!! We eventually 

agreed it was too much to expect anyone to do. 

Accordingly, after a little investigation, I found us a new home, so 

MAH JONG 1 has finally MOVED!  We still meet on the 2nd and 4th 

Tuesday evenings each month, but we're now in Cosham 

Community Centre. We start a little earlier, at 7pm. We usually 

begin to pack up (when we're falling asleep!) at about 9.20pm. 

That’s up to each individual, though. As we now hire a room, we 

have to make a charge to cover the cost - currently £2.50 per 

session. (Thanks to Liz for collecting and recording this). Everyone 

makes their own coffee/tea. 
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Each person in the group takes a turn to be 'hostess' but that only 
means bringing the group's coffee and tea, and providing the milk, 
plus being the person we ring to say we are intending to come on 
'her' night. Much easier than all that furniture moving and coffee 
making!! 
Of course, we have more space now, so we could take few more 

members into the group, so if you are interested, do get in touch, 

via the Groups' Coordinator or Business Secretary.                       

 We would be pleased to welcome you to what I hope is still a 

friendly, sociable group despite the move! 

Christine London 

Popular Music 

We are a small group that meets once a month, at 10 a.m. 

on the second Thursday of the month.  Others who enjoy 

listening to popular music are always welcome.  

Each member of the group brings 5 or 6 pieces of music to 

the meeting, but if you would like to just come along and 

listen, then that would be fine too.  

Here is just a small selection of some of the artists we have 
listened to in the past few months: 
Electric Light Orchestra, Lionel Ritchie, Eric Clapton,  
Dionne Warwick ,   Dido,  Dr John, Elvis Presley,  Ian Dury 
and the Blockhead ,     Paloma Faith , Tom Jones ,           
Joe Brown,        Credence Clearwater Revival,     Fairport 
Convention ,Jerry Lee Lewis,   The Shadows ,  Carole King, 
Helen Reddy,  Aretha Franklin,   Alison Moyet,               
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Ward Thomas ,    Martha and the Vandellas,                       
The Carter Family 
 

As you can see, we listen to all sorts of popular music, some 
we have heard before, and some which is completely new to 
us, and we are always ready to try new things! Go on – why 
don’t you give it a try?!                      Heather Rogers 

READING GROUP 

 The group meets on the second Thursday of the month from 
2-4 pm at the home of one of our members.   
Books, which are pre-selected from a list of available titles, 
are supplied by the Central Library free of charge. 

 At present we have a membership of 11 which is one more 
than can be comfortably accommodated at our meeting venue 
– fortunately not everyone has ever turned up at the same 
time! I feel it would be an imposition to ask our hostess to 
cater for anymore at the moment however I can start a list of 
interested people with a view to filling “gaps” as they occur (or 
maybe someone might be prepared to start a second group! ). 
                                                               Shirley 

Mahjong 

 

We meet on the 2
nd

 and 4
th

 Monday afternoon of the month at 

1.30pm. Our first meeting after the summer break is 11
th

 September. 

It is a great game played with winds and dragons. It is a game of 

strategy and skill, and great fun. The building of walls and not 

letting the devils in, and being first to get all your tiles out. It makes 

for a delightful afternoon. 

We do have a few spaces if you would like to learn this fascinating 

game. Please ring me Heather on 02392 325841 
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Striders Strollers and Stragglers. 

 

We now have 3 walking groups. They all vary in length duration and 

stamina. 

The idea with all is that we get a little or a lot of exercise in good 

company, and hopefully enjoy a good meal at the end. The meal is 

optional, but most of us indulge. All the walks are lead on a Friday 

morning, starting at varying times. 

 

Striders 

The Striders is the most energetic and we hope to do around 4 miles. 

We do incorporate a few obstacles like stiles, hills, and streams, 

which all adds to the satisfaction of the adventure. 

 

Strollers 

Strollers is a little more sedate, with fewer obstacles and much 

flatter ground. 

 

Stragglers 

Stragglers is our newest group, and came into being, because some 

of our older members were finding the other walks too long or too 

difficult. We now have a very gentle walk for about an hour, on 

flattish well defined paths. 

 

The new programme of walks will be listed on the Web site after the 

1
st
 September. 

There will be hard copies at the General Meeting and at any of the 

walks. If you are interested in any of these walks please contact me 

Janice 02392 378324. 
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PORTSDOWN U3A 

OPEN AFTERNOON 

WEDNESDAY 4 OCTOBER 2017 

2.00 – 4.00 PM 

LAST ENTRY 3.30 PM 

Please support it by helping out 

and by spreading the word to 

friends and neighbours 

 
 

Future Meetings  
 
18th Oct  Tools for Self Relience   John Dunkley 
 
15th Nov  Annual General Meeting 
 
20th Dec Christmas Meeting 
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PORTSDOWN U3A’S ANNUAL LECTURE, 2017 

JUTLAND: THE UNFINISHED BATTLE 

NICHOLAS JELLICOE 

GRANDSON OF EARL JELLICOE, WHO COMMANDED THE 

BRITISH GRAND FLEET AT JUTLAND, AND AUTHOR OF 

JUTLAND: THE UNFINISHED BATTLE 

2.00PM WEDNESDAY 29 NOVEMBER 2017 AT COSHAM BAPTIST 

CHURCH 

FREE, BUT YOU NEED TICKETS FROM CAROLE  

023 9269 7009 carolecpc99999@googlemail.com 

 

 

 

THE HONOURABLE NICHOLAS JELLICOE 

IN TRAFALGAR SQUARE 
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